
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of corporate bank. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for corporate bank

Maintain proactive, in depth, and up-to-the-minute knowledge of market
trends, customer developments and credit issues
Obtaining data from JPMC’s internal credit database and performing
standardized analytical processing of this data to support CIB CR’s periodic
portfolio reviews and monthly/quarterly monitoring activities
Managing spreadsheet-based tracking of reportable issues and follow-up
triggers raised in the course of CIB CR’s review of CIB credit portfolios
Assist the LACB Execution Team with the loan administration of LACB
customers which requires collaboration with other department such as Legal
Department, Loan Administration Department and Loan Operations
Department to process accurate execution of credit facilities for LACB
customers
Process the market line instructions to the Middle Office for all new Credit
You should be familiar with investment banking products, credit structuring
and corporate banking
Maintain a close working relationship with external funding relationships,
other liquidity and funding groups within Corporate Treasury, with the Capital
Markets team, the investment team, the lending teams and the liquidity and
market risk teams
Meeting/Schedule Management
Assisting Senior Corporate Bankers in managing internal aspects of client
relationships
Support Senior Corporate Bankers with answering RFPs and play an
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Qualifications for corporate bank

Strong communication skillss in English, Cantonese and Mandarin languages
At least 10 years' relevant experience in banking or financial institutions (Prior
ALM modeling experience would be an advantage)
Strong computer skills including PowerPoint (PitchPro) and Excel Strong
quantitative and analytical skills
3-5 years experience with LOB data systems such as leasing
Compliance/legal experience
6+ years experience in a bank, regulator or major legal/accounting firm


